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AD Activities Limited;
No More Parties
In September, Dean Winer will
meet with the fraternity's leadership to review this year's events.
Dean of Students David Winer 1 f any of the penalties are not carmade an official statement re- ried out, AD will be subject to
garding Alpha Delta Phi yester- harsher penalties. "If everything
day. The fraternity admitted to goes well, things will be fine after
hazing its pledges earlier this se- Commencement," Winer said.
mester and to sending them to
"1 think it was an extremely unSmith and Mt. Holyoke Colleges fortunate incident," he added.
to moon women there. The "Regardless of intention, it shows
administration has placed AD on poor judgement and equally poor
restriction for the rest of the aca- insensitivity on the part of AD.
demic year.
Their actions were potentially
Under the restriction, AD's ac- dangerous and they are fortunate
tivities are limited to meals and that people did not suffer greater
meetings. There will be no parties illness than they did."
for the remainder of the academic
Winer hopes that AD's misforyear nor will there be a pledge
tune "will be a signal to other fraclass in the second semester.
According to Winer, AD is "re- ternities to take our rules and
stricted from doing anything as a regulations and our policy against
hazing very seriously."
group or in part."
Winer said that fraternities
=.The administration will allow
tomorrow's James Tobin Lecture, "...must assume significant responsored by the Educational sponsibility, good judgement, and
Foundation of Alpha Delta Phi, sensitivity in their rushing and
to be held because it is educa- pledging processes, as well as in
tional. If AD wishes to sponsor their behavior in general.
any other educational or community service event, a written application must be made to Dean
Winei 30 days prior to the event.

by Ellen Garrity
News Editor

photo by John Kail

The Alpha Delta Phi House at 122 Vernon Street will no longer be the site of parties this year. AD's activities
have been limited to meals and fraternity meetings.

IFC Makes Official Statement On AD

^ftffWrs mte: The la
Some of the officers have been
admonished and must engage in a
pensum. The nineteen pledges
have also been admonished and
must write letters of apology to
the Deans of Students at Smith
and Mt. Holyoke Colleges.

statement was made by (he IFC
on December 1.
We, the constituent members of
the Trinity College lnterFraternity
Council, reiterate our stand on the
rush and pledge activities as stated
by the National IFC:

Congresswoman To Speak
U.S. Representative Barbara B.
Kennelly (D-lst-CT) will speak on
"The Election Is Over: What
Now?" on Tuesday, December i l
at 8 p.m. in the Goodwin Theatre,
Austin Arts Center. Her talk is the
annual Martin W. Clement Lecture sponsored by St. Anthony
Hall. Admission to the event is
free.
Congresswoman Kennedy was
elected to represent the First District in 1982, and was reelectecl
this past November. She is a
member of the House Ways and
Means Committee and its sub-

committees on Select Revenue
Measures and Public Assistance
and Unemployment Compensation. She is a member of the steering committee of the NortheastMidwest Congressional Caucus
for Women's Issues and the
Congressional Arts Caucus.
Mrs. Kennelly holds a bachelor's degree in economics from
Trinity College in Washington,
D.C., and a master's degree from
Trinity College, Hartford. She is
also a member of the Board of
Trustees of Trinity College, Hartford.

-i
The annual Clement lecture will feature Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly. Her December II lecture sponsored by St. Anthony Hall.

' • "^e 1 ffresbTv&^fHat tie ' "'"" Vetrfbtitfdn".
National Interfraternity Conference hereby unequivocally
repeats its historic repudiation of any preinitiation or
initiation practices antiethical
to the laws and underlying
principles for which each
member fraternity stands;
and further that this body expects each fraternity to take
, appropriate action to implement, the intent of this resolution."
We also support the Trinity
College policy against hazing as it
appears in the Handbook:
"Any action or situation,
whether on or off fraternity
premises, that produces mental OK. physical discomfort,
embarrassment,
harrassment, or ridicule. Such activities and situations include
risk of physical injury, physical abuse in any form, creation of fatigue, psychological
shocks, wearing in public apparel which is conspicuous
and not normally in good
taste; engaging in public
stunts and buffoonery, morally degrading or humiliating
games' and activities;, activities that interfere'with study
or with academic study or
with academic schedule; and
any other activities which are
not consistent with the regulations and policies of Trinity
College."
We do not condone the hazing
activities taken part in by the
Brotherhood of Alpha Delta Phi.
In light of the above positions,
we suspend the voting rights of
AD in the IFC for the remainder
of the academic year. In addition,
we propose a pensum to be arranged by {he IFC between AD
and the Community Outreach
Program as a form of constructive

'

We hope that the occurrences
of this semester at AD do not put
the whole fraternity system in a
negative light; and we hope to
learn and benefit from the out-

come of this experience. Lastly,
we do support AD in their efforts
to resolve this current mishap.
The Trinity College
lnterFraternity Council

SGA Upholds Cuts
the SGA. All who spoke emphasized that ConnPIRG is not like
any other club. ConnPIRG could
The past two SGA meetings
not continue to exist at Trinity
were entirely different in almost
without a paid staff person. The
every respect. The November 20
staff person provides ConnPIRG
meeting, with the vote on
members with valuable resources
ConnPIRG's staff person, feaand teaches them how to lobby.
tured a lengthy debate between the
The staff person is present to help
SGA and the many ConnPIRG
the students.
members who made their presence
The motion to override the
known at that night's meeting.
Budget Committee's decision to
The November 27 meeting, howcut ConnPIRG's budget . faffed.
ever, was the year's shortest meetIronically, the vote was in favor
ing yet and did not involve
of ConnPIRG (16 members faanything which sparked debate or
vored overriding the Budget Comcontroversy.
mittee's decision while 15
members were opposed to overPerhaps most controversial
riding the Budget Committee) but
about ConnPIRG's budget cut
a two-thirds majority was reqtirwas the cause: Was the budget cut
ied to override the Budget Commade because the Budget Committee's decision.
mittee did not want to pay for a
staff person or was it made be- '< Following the vote, a closed
cause some members of the
session was held. Only SGA memBudget Committee did not agree
bers were allowed to sit in on the
with the philosophies and political
closed session; all others were reviews of ConnPIRG?
quired to leave.
Budget Committee member Phil
The SGA constitution was forO'Brien said that, ConnPIRG was. mally amended to include an IDP
still operating although the orgarep. Lee Roland Chinatti has been
nization had yet to cash any
elected as the IDP rep.
checks issued to them by the SGA.
. The November 27 meeting conHe pointed out that some .sisted of committee reports, anConnPIRG activities such as voter
nouncements,- and a brief
registration.could be done without
discussion about the \ AD situaConnPIRG's assistance. "The
tion. SGA President Steve Norton
Budget Committee would like to
had prepared a statement, but the
give each club as much as possiSGA decided to make a statement
ble...but if we fund you and
only after all the facts are known.
you're educational, then we have
A vacancy appeared on the
to fund every other similar group
Curriculum Committee because a
that comes to u s , " O'Brien said,
member is going away next semesMembers of ConnPIRG from
Trinity and UConn spoke before
continued on page 5
by Ellen Garrity
News Editor
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Announcements
Holiday Craft Shows
Discount tickets are $2.50 for the
1984 Holiday Craft Shows at the
Hartford Civic Center, December
7-9 and December 14-16: They are
available at Mather Campus Center. See Lois DiCara.

Career Counseling
Tues., Dec.4 9:30am Bryn Mawr
• Post-Baccalaureate Pre-med
Program.
7:00pm Interview Panel - Washington Room Corporate Recruiters Discuss Interview Procedures.
Thurs., Dec.6 4:00pm Resume
Workshop - AAC Rm.32O.
7:00pm Arthur Andersen - Information Session - New Lounge.

Residential Services
Individuals who will be on leave
for the Spring Term can pick up
1985-86 RC/A apllication packets
in the Office of Residential Services. Additionally, those who will
be on leave in the Spring should
leave their vacation adresses with
the Office of Residential Services
so that Spring Residence Selection
Process packets can be mailed
over the vacation break.

Republican Club

Women's Center
Events
On December 4, the Women's
Center will sponsor "The Olympic Experience," a talk by Holly
Metcalf and Kathy Keeler, members of the Gold Medal'winning
Olympic Eight Women's Crew
Team. Metcalf and Keeler will
speak about what it's like to compete in athletics at the international level. The discussion will be
held in the New Lounge of Mather
Campus Center at 7 p.m. It is free
and open to all.
There will be a change in the
Lunch Series on December 6, entitled "Contemporary British
Feminism." In addition to Dr.
Susan Pennybacker, Assistant
Professor of History at Trinity,
Dr, Denise Riley will also participate in the discussion. Dr. Riley is
a British philosopher working this
year at the Pembroke Institute for
the Study of Women. The Lunch
Series will be held at 12:30 p.m.
on Thursday, December 6, in the
Women's Center, Mather 3rd
floor. All are invited to attend.
Bring a lunch.
The Health Series will continue
on December 6 with the presentation of a "Self-Help PMS Program," at 7 p.m. in Alumni
Lounge, Mather Campus Center.
The name of the discussion moderator will be announced.
The Health Series presentation,
"DES — The Wonder Drug You
Should Wonder About," scheduled for December 13 has been
cancelled.

Benefit Dance
A benefit dance for the Famine
Victims of Ethiopia will be held
on Sunday, December 9 in the
Washington Room, The New
Johnny 5, Cool Running, and
Motive 8 will be featured. Admission cost is $4. AH proceeds go to
Oxfam.

The Women's Center will host
a Holiday Bash on December 12
from 4:30 until 7:00 p.m. in the
New Lounge of Mather Campus
Center. The party will feature live
entertainment as well as refreshments. The celebration is fre and
open to all. Please bring ID. Get
psyched for the holidays!

*
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
# FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.
"You've had too much to drink,
let me drive"
"Nobody drives my car but me?
h

"Are you OK to drive?"
t43n
j? few beers?"

a

ICinestudio

The Trinity College Republican ! Tonight
Club will be holding a meeting on
Wednesday, December 5, in
Hamlin Hall at 7:30 p.m. The.
meeting will concern activities for I Zappa (Not rated) 7:30
the upcoming semester. Hope to •
see you there!
J DirectonBille August. A forceful and enveloping drama...with concerns
»that are as troubling as they are universally recognizable. 103min.

1FC Meeting

! The Fourth Man (Not Rated) 9:30
a
a

jDirectonPaul Verhoeven. Sharp and seductive images punctuate this
• darkly erotic and at times scary black comedy. 104min.
.

The next IFC meeting will be
held this Thursday at 9:30 p.m. in
the Cathedral lounge. The public
is invites to intend.

".Wednesday - Saturday
! Get Crazy (R) 7:30
•
i

J Director: Allan Arkush. Wild acts, broad satire and out of control lunacy
Jprevail in this off the wall rock comedy anticipating "Spinal Tap."
• 90min.

Personals

•

! Purple Rain (R) 9:15
Boa constrictor living in my room
Boa constrictor living in my room
But he's got a bad cold so you
can't come in
It's that time of year
And he's losing his skin

Sarah the Sensation
Yanet the Yahoo
Cindy the Charming
Tricia the Terrible Turtle Tamer
The infamous occupants of Room
202
Awesomeness at their.fcesU.

I
I

J Director: Albert Magnoli. Stylish, high energy performances of Prince's
jexciting new music. 11 lmin.

•Sunday - Monday
•A Woman In Flames (Not Rated) 7:30
a
a

{Director:Robert Van Ackeren. This was the German entry for best forJeign film Academy Award. 106min.
•Irezumi (Not Rated) 9:30
•

Oh Great Computer Goddess...

jDirector.-Yoichi Takabayashi. A fascinating glimpse at the relics of an
Jancient cultural tradition. 89min.

S.T.
Crime doesn't pay so stop stealing
turtles.
.
:

*
*
*

Phone
*
*

247-O234

#

I DRINKING AND DRIVING
! CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP

#
*

U.S. Department of Transportation
GOUKI

*

More people
have survived
cancer than
now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.
We are
winning.

Please
support the
AMERICAN
''CANCER •
SOCIETY®
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Meisel Looks Back On Trinity Visit;
Urges Outreach Program Involvement
Editor's Note: Wayne Meisel was
at Trinity for two weeks in October. The following account is a
reflection on his visit here.
When 1 was on the train to
Hartford to open my two week
stint, I got a huge knot in my
stomach. I was scared. Ever since
I graduated from college, a long
two years ago, I've been championing the idea that students and
campus involvement in the community was positive, rewarding,
and something people were ready
for. My job is to ring death to the
"me generation." Broccoli and
Brussel sprouts are apathetic,
people aren't. With the proper
leadership, structure and approach, people will get involved.
I was able to help create and set
fire a movement at my alma mater. But there I was also there for
5 years and surrounded by friends.
The last year I was working full
time on this effort. What could I
do at a place where the only student 1 knew was a fellow camp
mate and another from my highschool? Would it work? Could I
bring together a group a students
from all parts of the campus and
encourage them to work with me?
Could I challenge them and their
creativity and commitment and
channel their resources into community involvement in such a way
that would bring community service and social action to its proper
level at Trinity? I thought so but
then I didn't know if anyone
would come to the first meeting.
' At dinner just before that meeting I began talking to a senior
woman about what 1 was doing.
She looked at me with sad eyes
and very politely lold me, "Your
«*WMi»afJ5ie«r"time. Trinity is apathetic. As I sat in the Alumni
Lounge I wondered if anyone
waould show up. Finally, two
people came, then three more and
pretty soon the room was full —
everyone looking at everyone else,
not really sure what was going on
or why they had been chosen.
My task was to bring some
leaders from all aspects of the
campus community together to
look at how we could make community involvment more attractive, widespread, and meaningful.
At first people looked a little confused and suspicious. But their
suspicions quickly dissipated as

the conversation began to get
going and ideas bounced around
the room. What 1 had before me
was a dynamic, creative, thoughtful, and committed group of Trinity students who were ready to
make the commitment to work
with me for the next two weeks to
develop attitudes, structures, and
programs concerning community
action and ready to accept the
challenge of changing an institution.
For two weeks we worked together as a group and as individuals, each giving his or her own
input and acting on suggestions
from the group. Our focus was to
expand the Community Outreach
Program by expanding its leadership, strengthening and defining
the programming and working to
publicize and promote widespread
studnet activity. We were able to
set up five committees." Youth in
Education, Youth and Recreation, Elderly, Relief Programming, and Special Needs. We were
also able to solidify as a group to
develop a council and to pledge
working together to launch and
maintain this effort.
I cannot overemphasize how
impressed I was with the commmitment, interest, and concern
of the people I met with. People,
particularly students, talk about
how apathetic everyone is at college. At the same time, however,
1 found students that were engaged and others who were ready
to get involved given the proper
leadership, challenge, and direction.
There are already many people
involved. There is a strong nember participating through the
Community Outreach,, Program.
Cithers are involved in public service internships. Still others are involved
in
projects
or
organizations, either at the neighborhood church or community
center but do it completely on
their own. All of this is great.
What I wish for, however, is that
somehow all this activity could
come together to provide a powerful force to create a positive and
magnetic atmosphere on campus.
All their activites are scattered and
dispersed. A united effort however can provide a loud and effective challenge to the Trinity
community and to students everywhere.
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What happens now is up to the
Community Outreach Program,
the group that 1 met with. But
most of all, it's up to you, the
individual, to get involved — to
participate. Many of you have
signed up to tutor, coach, or work
in the community. A group is
working to get things organized.
But don't wait for them to call
you. Go over to the Student Activities Office on the second floor
of Mather. Sit on the floor and
demand to be a Big Brother or
placement in an agency and don't
leave until you get one. Take the
first step — that's leadership.
Don't wait for anyone else's approval.
Trinity has a graet opportunity.
While Middlebury may have its
mountains and Bowdoin its white
winters, you have an amazing opportunity to get involved in the
urban neighborhood which surrounds you. It may be different
from where you come from and it
may feel uncomfortable at first yet
with the combination of caution
and courage, you can participate,
contribute, and learn a good deal
about the neighborhood, society,
your neighbors and fellow students, what you are studying and
about yourself.

photo by John Kail

Dean Winer issued an official statement yesterday concerning Alpha
Delta Phi. See page 1 for details.

Committee Issues Report
Editor's Note: The SGA Housing
Advisory Committee prepared the
following report in response to
two proposals issued by Vice
President Thomas A. Smith:
"Residential Master Plan" and
"Toward a House System."

Government Association believes
would serve a similar purpose.
that this house system raises the
These would also lessen the "primuch-needed and invaluable point
vate party" nuisance by shifting
that a Trinity student needs more
such events from the rooms, halls,
opportunity to benefit from the
and study iounges (where they
vast frame of reference of a specan, at times, cause great damage
cial faculty member. Underclassot both College and private propmen, in particular, need to make
erty), to more appropriate facilia successful transition from the
ties. RCs and RAs could utilize
guardianship of their parents to
this type of social lounge (as opdeveloping into morally- and so- posed to a study lounge) to foster
cially-responsible independents.
a "house atmosphere" among
This uneasy transition may be dormmates. Dormitories under
made with a minimum of turmoil
the auspices of their RAs could
through utilization of these imthen plan intimate, meaningful,
proved student-faculty relations.
and convenient social events.
This is so welcomed by the student
These facilities might also serve as
body that students would even
convertible dining rooms for stubenefit from a specially-furnished
dent-faculty and guest speaker
lounge/office zone in each dorfunctions, and, as mentioned
mitory where designated faculty
above, be much more feasible,
advisors could hold extensive conboth economically and spatially
sultation hours. Such a system
than permanent dining facilities.
coudl be implemented in the very
It is important to note that in a
near future (unlike the planning
recent survey of all SGA represenof separate dining facilities) and
tatives, there was an overwhelmwould serve its purpose well.
ing consensus that basement space
Aside from these lounge/office
in almost every dorm could be
setups for advisors, special facilibetter utilized as lounge space than
ties for social events in each dorm
as present storage space.
•.
or zone could provide students
It was agreed that due to the
with alternatives to campus-wide
diversity of the dormitories, it
events, resulting in a more intiwould be undesirable to hold stumate, less impersonal atmosphere
dents in the same dorm or zone
for social interaction. Such facilifor more than one year. Despite
ties would be easier to build and
maintain than dining facilities and
continued on page S •

T. The first item discussed was the
"house system" proposal. THe
following are the more important
comments excerpted from our discussions:
The proposal, in theory, presents a pleasant breath of fresh air
toward student life. In practice,
though, even the slightest trappings of such a, "house system"
should be carried out in such a
way as to avoid a radical change
in the identity of the Trinity campus. In the future, such moves toward a house system should
continue to be a collaborative effort amongst the administration,
faculty, trustees, and the main
student input groups — the Student Government and especially
the RC/A program.
The main concern of the Housing Advisory Committee members
and the upperclassmen that were
consulted was the privacy of the
students, in such a house system.
Would faculty quarters be so integrated with the student housing
that the faculty member designated to a dorm or zone be totally
immmersed in the lives of the students and vice versa? Or would
the faculty adviser to a dorm or
by Chris Quinn
zone be situated in a mutually
Staff Writer
unobstructive location that was
convenient for student consultaMuch of the Outreach Committions? Whether the former or the
tee's recent work has been in the
latter were the case, students
area of relief. The Relief Commitwould prefer faculty members
tee continues to serve meals at St."
who had recently been students
Elizabeth's House and plans to
themselves, as they could better
hold a hunger meal to raise money
relate to the problems of youth on
for Outreach in the near future.
the campus. If faculty members
Their main event, a lecture dealwere to actually live in the dor- ing with hunger and poverty in
mitories, students would need a
Hartford, was held last Wednes"master of the house" who would
d a y night. At this lecture the
be open-minded toward the di- problem of how to help the hunverse lifestyles of the student
gry was addressed. Hunger in an
body. Few students would benefit
urban area is quite different from
from an advisor who easily beother types of poverty. In Hartgrudged a student for having a
ford, hunger can stem not only
pattern of living unfamiliar to that
from lack of money but also from
faculty member.
lack-of accessibility, to food. One
proposed solution to this would
In conclusion, the Housing Adbe the development of a cooperavisory Committee of the Student

Outreach Emphasizes Relief
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tive supermarket with shares
owned by,the local residents.
Along with the relief efforts,
Youth and Education is continuing their efforts to develop a program with Hyland Park. They are
also trying to find local teams
which Trinity athletic teams would
sponsor, such as basketball and
hockey, and they plan to hold
cliriics for these teams at the end
of the season.
Funding currently Outreach's
main problem. The group has
been discussing and planning fundraisers for the past few weeks,
They hope to be able to raise a
fairly large amount of money since
. their funding has begun Ur run
out. Anyone who is interested in
helping, with fundraisers should
call John Bonelli.
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Edward's Food Warehouses Generic Joy
by James Harper
Features Editor

Food...what subject could relate to more people? Food is one
of our fundamental human needs,
along with shelter and clothing
(which became a need when, during evolution, our fur fell out.) So
you're hungry? Maybe Saga food
just doesn't cut the mustard,
maybe you're hungry an hour
after you get back from dinner.
Maybe you do all your cooking in
a "cooking unit" apartment.
Either way, you probably would
be curious to experience the Food
Warehouse — a place that has
more food than Ethiopia, an outgrowth of our capitalist system,
made possible by post-Industrial
Revolution technological and
transportational improvements.
I'm sure all of us have experienced the supermarket, or its cousin, the food warehouse —
beginning as a wee tyke sitting in
the rumble seat of mother's shopping cart. The subject of supermarkets probably strikes you as
dull, but here we are dealing with
a "Food Warehouse", and that
name puts the mind in a different
frame. If one is imaginative, it
puts the food in a different light.
Fact is that once you have to do
your own shopping, you have to
see things in a different light to
keep from going insane — how
did mom do it all those years?
Going to school in Hartford,
we are fortunate to have two of
these food warehouses within an
easy driving distance. (Oddly
enough this fact does not appear
in the pamphlet given out to proS
the Fea
,^ in^ the-?'
continuing"
search for ideas, sent a handpicked research/shopping team to
Edward's Food Warehouse, in

West Hartford (across the street
from Wendy's). Not only did we
gather impressions for this article,
but we also got enough groceries
to last us through a potato blight
or a similar crisis/famine/act of
God. (Or at least three weeks or
so.)
The approach to the Warehouse
is made through a huge parking
lot, and as it looms into view, it
seems like a great piece of architecture facing a huge square, like
a Palace of the People overlooking the Park of Parked Cars. A
second glance reveals a much less
romantic notion — the facade is
decorated as a generic food package, in a yellow wrapper similar
to the millions of yellow wrappers
in the generic section inside. This
is an interesting example of how
the exterior of a building can echo
the purpose of the inside. Many
of you who have taken art history
may remember this point, but few
must have suspected that there was
an example of this right in Hartford.
Inside, one comes face to face
with more food than is easy to
conceptualize. Bidding heilo to the
security guard at the front door,
and walking past a play cage filled
with rubber balls and children, we
headed to the generic section. Entering this aisle, one is surrounded
on both sides by the huge yellow
cliffs formed by the uniform
packages stacked on top of each
other. The effect, for the imaginative, is like a sort of parting of
the Red Sea — we were the Hebrews, fleeing the Egyptian army
of an empty refrigerator. Then
suddenly the yellow sea of packages is parted, allowing us to pass
through to the Promised Land of
the meat section.
Just because it has a large ge-

IFC Disciplines
Alpha Delta Phi
by Ellen Garrity
News Editor
The IFC discussed punitive
measures for AD at the November
29 IFC meeting. The IFC issued a
statement on Saturday which also
appears on page 1 of this week's
Tripod.
' The IFC has suspended AD's
voting rights for the rest of the.
academic year; however, AD will
still remain a part of the IFC because their experience could
someday be valuable.
One IFC member pointed' out
that the IFC should take some disciplinary action because "If we allow the administration to
discipline AD it takes away our
power and we lose our self-control. To silence on the situation is
to condone it."

IFC president Andy Merrill said
that the IFC should take some disciplinary action on AD. "Saying
something in the Tripod is not
enough," he said. He added that
such a statement "proves that the
IFC is functioning."

neric section does not mean that a
food warehouse is all generic, and
that they'll only take food stamps.
This is one of the most common
misconceptions about such stores.
There are brand name products,
and every brand is represented.
Their selection of super-sweetened
breakfast cereals is top notch, and
there is a huge gourmet section, a
kosher deli and a seafood section.
The customers range from the
bearded housewife clutching her
purse full of coupons, to the Yuppie-type couple perusing the yogurt shelves.
One thing that has to be done,
if you are to see food in a different light, is to find the man with
the ladder. Ask him to let you
climb up on top of the shelves.
Here, you are king of food, looking over this huge array of shelves,
much like being in an airplane
flying over clouds — there is a sea
of shelves below you. See shopping as an adventure, and it won't
be as much, of a drag.

continued from page 3
some of the hardships experienced
in living in undesirable quarters,
or in not finding housing at all,
most students find it exciting,
challenging, and refreshing to
adapt to a new dormitory each
year.
11. The Residential Master Plan —
Here is a brief list of the more
important suggestions proposed
by the SGA Housing Advisory
Commute in the area of capital
improvements:
It was stressed that the freshman "rowdyism" was enhanced
by the present crowding in the
Jones, Elton, and North Campus
dormitories. Renovation shoud be
centered around eliminating the
cramped one-room doubles in
these three dorms. The present
one-room doubles could be con
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verted into singles, while contignestration.
uous one-room singles and oneOn the question of adding a new
room doubles could be converted
dormitory, the most favored areas
into two-room doubles by shifting
were those zones bordering Cresthe wall which divides the two cent Street, Vernon Street, and the
rooms. Such an arrangement
land to the south of Funston Hall.
would have to be acccompanied
Students indicated that Crescent
by an increase in the number of
Street was a desirable location berooms available on campus, for
cause of its privacy (as opposed to
example through the building or
Elton, Jones, or South Campus)
purchasing of additional housing
and its relatively easy access to
facilities.
Mather Campus Center and teo
many of the classroom facilities
There is a great need for laun(Hallden, McCook, Austin Arts,
dry facilities on the Quad and in
Clement Chemistry, and Life Sci.the Vernon Street dorms.
ences Center). The area to the
Students would like to see more
south of Funston would seem to
legal parking areas on Summit
be nearly as convenient a location
Street, in addition to the lot across
as Crescent Street, In addition,
from Mather.
members of the committee felt
Studenst feel it is time to renothat building more dormitory acvate thje "sophomore slums" and
commodations
on Vernon Street
New Britain Avenue apartments.
might have a positive effect on the
These dorms require extensive
freshmen in North Campus in
renovation and/or replacement fo
feeling more a part of the campus.
deteriorated stairs, walls, and fe-

What Went On In The SGA Last Week
continued from page 1

ter. Since the curriculum is such
an important issue, Lee Coffin
Pam VonSeldeneck said that the
suggested taht the SGA break
IFC can't "make AD do any- precedent and elect a member now
thing" but a punishment could be
instead of in January so that the
suggested. The IFC has suggested
new member can become familiar
that AD work with the Commuwith the committee. Roberta
nity Outreach Program "as a form
Glaser was nominated for the poof constructive retribution."
sition. She was elected by acclaimation.
Merrill urged the IFC members
Tyler Vartenigian said that the
to correct the many rumors which Athletic Committee is trying to get
have spread around campus.
better facilities for women. The
"Don't perpetuate the rumors,"
committee also voted on varsity
he asked the IFC, "because they'll
letters for the fall sports. The
.kill us."
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SGA Report on Housing

Fencing Club will probably not
become a varsity sprot right now.
The equipment is very expensive
and a full-time instructor would
have to be hired — this also would
be expensive. Fencing also needs
consistent support before becoming a varsity sport; the Athletic
Committee does not want to support the Fencing Team because it
might fold in a few years.
Phil O'Brien said that the
Budget Committee discussed
TCAC's budget. TCAC has $1000
left. When they run out of money,
"they cease to be," said O'Brien-.
Beginning next semester, Au-

dio-Visual will no longer take requests from student organizations.
Now, student organizations can
use audio-visual equipment for
$75 a night. The service to student
organizations cannot be continued because Audio-Visual will no
longer have an assistant. The SGA
moved that the administration ensure that the audio-visual equipment remain available to all
student organizations at its current price. The motion passed by
acclaimation.
The next SGA meeting wii! be
tonight at 9:30 p.m. in Hamlin
Hall. It is open to the public.

by Berke Breathed
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World Outlook
E.B.-Navy:
A Complex Question
by LeeAnn Stauffer

To some the proposed cancellations are long overdue. If the
charges prove to be valid (and acRecently, the Navy awarded
cording to the Naval Investigative '
three nuclear powered attack subService they are), then it is time
marine contracts worth $779.4
that justice be served and EB be
million to Newport News Shipforced to pay for its past violabuilding and Drydock Co. of
tions of the rules. In other words,
Newport News, VA while its rival
if you can't abide by the rules,
and former leader in sub building,
then you can't play the game.
Groton-based Electric Boat received only one, worth $298.9
In Connecticut, it is a very semillion. The decision came as a
rious game, and the loss of presshock to many and, due to the
ent and future contracts could
role that defense spending plays
pose serious problems. Last year,
in the state of Connecticut,
Pentagon spending in the state
aroused fear that it resulted from
amounted to $8.9 billion, which
recent charges that, during the
computes to $2,854 per each of
1970's EB had given expensive the state's 3.1 million residents.
gifts to former Navy Admiral Hy- As a result, Connecticut receives
man Rickover (in charge of the more defense money per capita
nuclear propulsion program bethan any other state. The majority
fore his forces retirement in 1982) of this money goes to United
in exchange for multimillion dol-^ Technolgies Corporation and
lar contracts. As a result of find- Electric Boat. EB employs 20,000
ings by the Justice Department
individuals at its Groton base, apand the Naval Investigative Servproximately 700 of whom may be
ice, the House Energy and Com- laid off due to the decision to
merce Committee has called for a
award the company only one contermination of all naval contracts
tract for the upcoming year. Furwith EB.
ther cancellations could raise this
Furthermore, although Navy number considerably.
Secretary John Lehman denies
But was the awarding of only
that the Rickover scandal was a
one contract due to the Rickover
factor in the Navy's decision, they affair, and is the threat of cancelhave left open the possibility that lation legitimate? According to
it might bar EB from future con- Loren Thompson, Assistant Ditracts if criminal indictments re- rector of National Security Studsults.
ies in Washington, D.C., the

played a role in the decision is a
history of malperformance at EB
and poor relations between EB
and the Navy. Since 1981, however, when Lehman became secretary, relations have improved
dramatically. As part of a deal,
EB agreed to get rid of general
answer to,both questions is no.
manager Nicholas VeJiotis (who
Mr. Thompson believes there
are several reasons why EB was has been indicted in the Rickover
denied additional contracts, the , case and has since fled to Greece),
while the Navy agreed to get rid
primary one being the need to
of Rickover and stop making despread out the production of atliberate change orders which led
tack subs. At present, Groton is
to cost overruns.
the sole production site of the Trident nuclear submarine. CentralA final factor, contends Mr.
izing production in one spot poses
Thompson, may have been the
a threat to national security in the Rickover affair; however if it
event of an enemy attack. Should
played any role in the decision, it
such an attack occurr, production
was very minimal. The gift giving
could be completely wiped out.
commenced in the 1970's and apRecovery from such a loss would
pears to have ended in 1978. Conbe difficult, as it takes a considsidering the time span over which
erable amount of time to develop
the gifts were given, they did not
appropriate production facilities
amount to much. Some estimates
and a trained labor force.
put the value in the tens of thouIn both 1983 and '84, EB was sands. Others have put it over
$150,000. The more extravagant
granted two contracts while Newgifts included diamond earrings
port News had a total of only one.
and a jade pendannt, while others
By more evenly spreading out
consisted of models of the subproduction, the Navy hopes to
marines under construction. Furavoid a potentially dangerous sitthermore, investigations into the
uation.
case have revealed that gifts were
Secondly, granting contracts to
also given by Newport News,
EB's rival, Newport News, proGeneral Electric, and Westingmotes competition, a factor which
house, all contenders for naval
Secretary Lehman himself cited.
contracts. Says Mr. Thompson,
Competition results in the.holding
"It would be preposterous to candown of prices and encourages
cel multibillion dollar contracts
productivity. Newport News unbecause of some earrings."
derbid EB by $23 million per submarine, but EB was still granted
The Navy seems to share this
one contract in order to maintain
opinion. Lehman has said that
this competition.
common sense will prevent him
from complying with the House's
A third factor which may have

IN THE NEWS
Christina M. Gonzalez
World Outlook Editor
This week General William C.
Westmoreland's $ 120 million libel
suit against CBS News enters its
ninth week.
This case.against CBS News was
filed because of their 1982 documentary, The Uncounted Enemy:
A Vietnam Deception. Westmoreland believes that CBS libeled his
name by accusing him of deceiving President Johnson and the
joint Chiefs of Staff about the
size and nature of enemy strength
in Vietnam in the year before the
Tet offensive of January 1968.
CBS claimed that self-defense
forces were not included in listings
of enemy strength and an arbitrary ceiling of 300,000 was put
on reports of enemy.
Thus it is the job of Westmoreland's lawyers to prove to the jury
that CBS "acted with the knowing
and reckless falsity" when they
prepared the documentary.
CBS'remains insistant that the
documentary was true.

Westmoreland, the epitome of
a no-nonsense military leader, testified at the trial for the first time
last week.
In answer to questions posed by
his attorney, Westmoreland defended the removal of Viet Cong
political cadres and self-defense
forces from enemy troop data. He
said his decision was not aimed at
suppressing information back in
Washington, but was designed to
get a more realistic picture of the
"people we wanted to destroy in
a military way." The so-called irregulars were not an offensive
force, but basically civilians women, children and old men, he
said.
In the CBS documentary, Genera! McChristian said he had the
impression that Westmoreland felt
that the release of such figures to.
Washington would have created a
"political bombshell." On the
program, Mike Wallace, one of
the codefendents in the case, said
McChristian was transferred
shortly after the report was "suppressed," and that it was at that

point the intelligence reports on
enemy strength began to be altered.
A major problem facing the
judge hearing Gen. Westmoreland
vs. CBS News is the clarification
of what is actually on trial.
The issue is not whether the US
government or people were misled
about the strength of the. North
Vietnamese or Viet Cong forces;
nor is it to decide whether the US
army was prepared or not for the
Tet offensive., What is at issue in
this libel suit is whether General
Westmoreland attempted to deceive.
As Judge Leval put it, "I am
not going to allow this trial to be
broadened into some kind of historical inquiry of how we fared in
Vietnam."
.
This trial, however, is just one
scenario of a much larger problem. In a speech at New York
University last week, Henry A.
Grunwald, editor in chief of Time
Inc., warned that the "current
wave of libel actions have become
a serious menance to the press and

request to terminate all existing
contracts, which presently amount
to around $5 billion. Adds Lehman, the gifts "do not indicate
anything of the magnitiude that
would warrant cancellation."
Furthermore, to retaliate now (6
years later) "would be cutting off
one's nose to spite one's face."
The force behind the push for
cancellation is Rep. John D. Dingel!, D-Mich., Chairman of the
House Energy and Commerce
Committee. He is very well regarded in political circles and is
said to be a force with which to
be reckoned; however it is doubtful, given the present Congressional turmoil, that he will be able
to bring about the desired cancellations. The most he will be able
to settle for, at this time, are recommendations.
It appears, then, that the Rickover affair. has had little to do
with the Navy's decision; nor
should it adversely affect furture
dealings with the Navy. In fact,
the Pentagon has predicted that
defense spending in Connecticut
will rise $4.2 billion over the next
six years to a total of $13.1, billion. As for serving justice, it appears that EB has not been alone
in its wrongdoing; however to
punish by refusing to grant contracts would be a threat, not only
to the companies and their many
employees, but to our own national security- a risk few would
be willing to take. Justice would
be better served by punishing
those individuals actually involved in the payoffs,-

by Andrew Rougier-Chapman
World Outlook Staff
Sometimes 1 just get so mad at
the pro-gun people that I want to
buy, legally or illegally, a cheap,
easily concealable handgun and ...
Ah, what's the use. Even if a
gun owner, say Ronald Reagan, is
shot and nearly dies he still
wouldn't change his narrow mind.
The Second Amendment clause
referring to the right to bear arms
was shown to mean that states
have the right to maintain militias
and not the fabricated right of individuals to own guns. Yet gun
owners would still say, "You can
have my gun when you pry it from
my dead fingers."
The gun control advocates
could even publicize the fact that
over 15,000 handgun-related
deaths occurr yearly or harp on
such accidents as the one in which
a little boy shot his mother. But
they would still be pleading in vain
to hearts or heads apparently
made of lead.
So I won't advocate (though at
heart I always will) the presently
impossible, the banning of handguns or merely handguns. Impossible because it lacks the support
of most Americans. But I will advocate what a majority of both
gun owners and non-gun owners
support; stronger gun control laws
short of banning.

Three ways have been proposed
to dimminish this national gun
war. First, the government could
work at reading the number of
guns in the United States. Secondly, the government could restrict the number of people eligible
to own a gun. Third, the government could place rules on the use
of guns.
The first suggestion may not be
feasible given the excessive number of guns that are already in the
country. The second is certainly a
possibility and desirable but it's
effects would do little to solve our
problem since few people could
legally be excluded from owning
a gun. Fortunately, the third could
do much to solve our problem.
For example, the government
could restrict when and where
guns are to be used. Metal detectors like those used at airports
would insure that the laws were
not broken. Although these restriction would not greatly lessen
the number of suicides or accidents, it would diminish the number
of
homicides
often
accompanying robberies.

to the country. Time also faces a
libel case for $50 million by the
former Israeli defense minister,
General Ariel Sharon.
Grunwald said that part of the
reason for the increase in libel
suits is that "the press is taken
more seriously and is seen as more
powerful than ever before." He
made specific reference to the
landmark 1964 New York Times

vs. Sullivan case, in which the US
Supreme Court held that a public
official cannot collect damages for
a defamatory falsehood unless he
proves it was published with "actual malice".
Grunwald and other in the news
industry fear that the increase in
libel suits will effect their rights as
guaranteed in the First Amendment,

To the fervent anti-gun advocate it may seem as if I have sanctioned a terrible thing and at least
temporarily I have. But, if we
hope to save at least some lives we
have to realize that at present our
ultimate goals are not possible.
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The

TRINITY TRIPOD
EDITORIAL

Editor Resigns
Editorial Preface: The Dalby editorship began in the gutter
of Crescent Street. Although it has improved somewhat
consistently over the semester, it has, unfortunately ended
on a bitter note. Mr. Dalby has decided to relinquish his
duties as editor one issue early without fair notice. In
my best attempt to fill Mr. Dalby's loafers, I have assumed
editorship. Reader input results only in positive changes.
If you're not at all satisfied with the Tripod, then show
up at an assignment meeting and offer your help.
P.S. We apologize that all the letters were not all published due to the circumstances of Mr.Dalby's resignation.

Challenges

Letters
TCB WO Angered By Editorial
To the Editor,
In 1971, the Trinity Coalition
of Black Women's Organization
was founded. We have maintained this title for the past thirteen years. The title "Trinity
College Black Womens Organization," as stated in the November
20, 1984 editorial of the Trinity
Tripod, is not simply a miswording of the title, but rather a reflection of the racist attitudes held by
some students on campus.
The Trinity Coalition of Black
Women's Organization (TCBWO)
was founded with the intention of
addressing concerns facing black
women and providing insight to
ther Trinity community on such
issues. Dissatisfaction with the
lack of attention given to black
women's issues by the Women's
Center as well as the Trinity Coalition of Blacks, spurred a desire
for a distinct organization that did
not merely include black women's
concerns, but focused on these
many concerns.
In the past, many of the programs that were presented by the
Women's Center did not include
black women. The Women's Center addressed the issues of sexism,
however sexism combined with
racism was not addressed. An organization was needed to focus
and perhaps explain such occur-

ences. Since membership of Trinity Coalition of Blacks was co-ed,
it was virtually impossible to address the specific concerns of
black women. As a result of the
growing dissatisfaction, a consolidation of black women was
sought and manifested in the formation of the Trinity Coalition of
Black Women's Organization. It
is quite obvious from our title and
history that we are a seperate and
distinct organization from TCB,
TWO and the Women's Center.
WE are not to be confused with
these organization nor assumed to
be similar in our focus.
Having stated our history, we
would like to address the statement of Mr. Coffin in the Tripod
editorial. Mr. Coffin implied in
the editorial that the TCBWO
would "take the burdens of the
cuts," however he failed to disclose how the cuts were determined. The figures reported in the
Tripod
were
inaccurate.
TCBWO's actual
1984-1985
budget is one-third of the figure
quoted. The conclusion derived
from this action is that the existence of TCBWO is being threatened by the SGA Budget
Committee. The amount allocated
is insufficient to maintain adequate programming for the Trinity and Hartford communities.

WE take this article as an attack
on our validity as an organization.
IT seems that Trinity's Student
Government Association Budget
Committee evoked an attitude of
racism. One example is the cut of
all TCBWO funding for Black
History Month. In the past,
TCBWO has co-sponsored lectures featuring black women during this month. Black History
Month is an annual event in which
TCBWO has participated in for
the past twelve years of its existence. The action of the SGA
Budget Committee shows their
lack of awareness of the importance of this event, not only for
the TCBWO but for the entire
Trinity community. With the recent exception of the Women's
Center, under the direction of Judith Branzburg, few organizations
have helped to promote black
awareness on campus.

So academic standards appear to be slipping at Trinity.
Once admissions standards go down, the college in
question is regarded as a less desirable institution. The
contributing factors to a declining reputation are many,
but the key word is attitude, possessed by both students
We hope that this letter has
and faculty.
served to enlighten and sensitize
Most of us are here for what we perceive as the
the Trinity community to the iseducation most suited to our needs, regardless of whether
sues that black women on this
this is the "best" education available to us. Students
campus face. We also hope that
attempt to make this the best educational experience
this letter has promoted some inthey can obtain. Some freshmen realize Trinity may not
terest in the TCBWO and will be
be as difficult as they expected, or even as difficult as
• reflected in greater attendence at
their high schools, so they slack off a bit. Soon, this
our upcoming events.
slack-off takes the form of working just hard enough to
Respectfully Submitted,
get by. If you can mix partying with studying and receive
Trinity Coalition of Black Women's Organization
mostly Bs and Cs, then you are a successful student at
Trinity.
Unfortunately, this rather apathetic attitude becomes
a "Catch-22." Once the professor senses students are
unmotivated, he or she tends to become less than enthusiastic about the course, prompting students to retreat
ded." This statement was immethe majority. This blatant misnoTo the Editor,
even farther from academic challenge. Admitting less
diately followed by citing TCB
mer
is
symptomatic
of
the
racist
This
letter
regards
your
editothan brilliant students is not the problem. The students
and TCBWO (Trinity Coalition of
thinking which characterizes pubrial published in the November 20,
at Trinity, are, to some extent, a product of the faculty
l/c life at Trinity. As a conseBlack Women's Organization) as
1984 Tripod. To begfn with, let Us
. bei:e..Whatever a professor or student puts into the class introduce
quence, we feel we have been
two of the organizations which
ourselves: We are The
is what comes out of it. When very little comes out of Trinity Coalition of Blacks as opmaligned in the eyes of the student
" will take the burden of the cuts.''
a class, it becomes a frustrating waste of time, effort, posed to your errant title, The
body and seek to clarify our poIt should be understood that the
and money.
sition on this issue.
Trinity College Blacks. By setting
TCB and the TCBWO are two
So what can be done? There is no method of changing up this amorphous organization
Lee Coffin was quoted in your
distinct organizations. The purestablished attitudes overnight. Perhaps a good place to you have advertently made a raeditorial as saying, "Some groups'
pose of each group may be found
start would be cutting grade inflation. If a "C" is sup- cial appeal to the consciousness of
budgets are obviously well-padin the student handbook and need
posed to be an average grade, then why do many of us
not be explored or otherwise furmaintain " B " averages? A grade is a reflection of a
ther explained here. This exemplistudent's effort, and it should remain as it stands for
fies the categorical mentality
characteristic of the white suprethe purpose of stimulating student effort. Lack of effort
macist attitudes prevalent on this
on the students' part is a product of the workload stucampus.
dents face. It is easier not to do required reading conWhy should the only two black
sistently if the only grades for the course come at the
Editor
organizations on campus be arbiend of the semester. Smaller, assignments on a regular
Carol Helstoskv
trarily clustered? The grouping of
basis might lead to more reading on the part of students.
Managing
Editor'
.
TCB and TCBWO in your editoMost professors feel this is a high school approach to
rial is organizationally and budgfclaine Stampul
a problem they shouldn't have to deal with. Students
etarily
despotic. It would have
may not be functioning with college level ambitions. Isn't
been
rather
simple to have comNews
Editor
Sports Editor
a part of a professor's responsibilities to nurture this
bined any two organization's
Stephen K. Gellman
ambition in the hopes taht it may grow?
Eljen Ciarrity
budgets and produced a compaPart of Trinity's developmental process is the system
rable
percentage of the total stuCopy Editors
Arts Editor
World Outlook Editor
of faculty advisers. Some students maintain good reladent activity fund.
Catherine
Daly
•
Mielicle Sensale
Christina M. Gonzalez
tions with advisers of their choosing, but most underFurthermore, we find it rather
William Delwiler
classmen see their advisers only to have them sign ther
ignorant of you to state that our
Asst. News Editor
Asst. Sports Editor
regsitration forms. When students need academic guidevents "do not serve a proporAndv
Waxier
Julia McLaughlin
tionate number of students,"
ance the most, they fail to pursue it. A student should
when in fact our programming
regard advising as necessary, not obligatory. Advisers
Contributing Editors
Photo Editors
seeks to enlighten the entire Trinshould not be inclined to permit a course load filled
Elizabeth Sobkov
• John Shiffinaa
ity community. Is it our fault that
with "guts" nor should they be satisfied with a oneMartin Bifil
John Kail
your intellectual interests lack the
meeting-a-semester relationship.
Announcement Editor
diversity needed to be stimulated
These changes are not major or difficult. They just
by our events?
Helen WechsJer
call for extra effort on the part on the part of students
Respectfully Submitted,
Asst.
Arts
Editor
•
and faculty. By changing attitudes we improve academic
The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
Mark Wlodarlciewicz
standards at Trinity.
November 30, 1984

Supremist Attitude At Trinity?

TRINITY TRIPOD

Rowan Defends Features
Editor's Off Beat Humor
To the Editpr:
In response to a recent criticism
of a certain "pampered WASP"
— I stand in his defense. I look
forward to his feature articles
every week. His offbeat sense of
humor is a welcome change. How
many drama critics do you know
as honest to admit losing the brochure to a comedy in a nearby bar
bathroom facility? I quote a West

Hartford housewife: "Some people saly youth is wasted on the
young, stop wasting yours and
start having fun." I'm not advocating a happy-go-lucky-carefreealchoholic ltyle —just a simple
sense of humor. Not everything
must be hard-core journalism.
Relax.
Ginny Rowan

Business Manager
Vander H. Corliss
Transmission Manager
Kimberly A. Ford

' Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Wendy Sheldon

Downs
Explains
To the Editor,

THE TRINITY TRIPOD is written, edited and published entirely
by the students of Trinity College. The deadline for advertisements is
Friday, 5 p.m. preceding Tuesday's TRIPOD; Announcements and
Letters to the Editor must be submitted by Friday, 5 p.m., and all
other material must be in by Saturday at noon.
THE TRIPOD office is located in the basement of Jackson Hall.
Office hours are held on Saturday, 12-6 p.m., Sunday, 12-10 p.m.
and Monday, 8-9 p.m.. Telephone: 246-1829. Mailing address: Box
1310, Trinity College, Hartford, CT 06106.

The college community should
feel that the Faculty Fraternity
Committee will be impartial in any
deliberations since .its chairman.
Chaplain Tull, was advisor to the
fraternities while speaking against
fraternities in a faculty meeting.
Norton Downs,
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Letters
Reagan Opposes
Nuclear Freeze

Courant
Praises
SigmaNu

To the editor,

The following is reprinted with
permission of the Hartford Courant.
Two acts of good citizenship in
Hartford, one spectacular and one
not, were in the news recently.
-Both are antidotes to pessimism
about human nature.
David Hendricks of Manchester, who has driven 10 years for
Connecticut Transit, was going by
City Hall last Thursday when he
saw a man fall. He stopped his
bus and hailed a passing ambulance. The two emergency medical
technicians, Douglas Savelli and
David Simes, revived the fallen
man, Robert Lynch, and took him
to a hospital.
Mr. Hendricks is being commended by Connecticut Transit,
and he deserves a tip of the community's cap for his alertness in
recognizing the emergency and for
caring enough to take action without hesitation.
Much less dramatically, members of Sigma Nu fraternity at
Trinity College also went out of
their way to help others.
On Halloween night 20 of them

escorted trick-or-treaters in Hartford, starting at 6:30 p.m. in the
parking lot of St. Augustine
School. Their service was appreciated by parents who couldn't accompany their children, and by
children who would have missed
trick-or-treating if the fraternity
hadn't lent a hand.
Neither Mr. Hendricks nor the

students of Sigma Nu had to get
involved. He could have driven on
down the street. The fraternity
could have planned a Halloween
party.
Instead, they saw a need and
did something about it.
The Hartford Courant, November 1, 1984.

Popkin Defends ConnPIRG Budget
To the editor,
As a member of ConnPIRG I
am infuriated by your uninvestigated commentary on the issue of
SGA budget cuts in your editorial
of November 20, 1984. More specifically, I am referring to your
presentation of the issue with respect to ConnPIRG.
Had you done any research at
all you would have known that
ConnPIRG does not have a paid
advisor; we have a paid staff person. ConnPjrg staff are professional lobbyists. The staff person

is an expert who can provide us
with the essential training we need
to effectively research and lobby
bills at the Capital. We are the
only student organization(in Connecticut) that functions in this capacity. Of course no other
organization has. a paid staff person. The unique nature of
ConnPIRG justifies this expenditure.
Furthermore, ConnPIRG gets
not only a staff person on campus
two days a week for $6080, it gets
this person every day. Whether on
campus or off, he is always doing

things for Trinity ConnPIRG. We
also get the benefits two other
staff who do not even get paid for
the time and energy they expend
helping Trinity students. Without
the single staff person, who was
cut from the ConnPIRG budget,
we get none of these benefits.
Without their expertise and guidance, Trinity students will no
longer be part of an effective lobbying force in Connecticut.
Now can you still call this the
"greatest example of extravagance" in budget spending?
Nancy J. Popkin '85

Phone Directory Causes No Change
In response to "Directory: Too
Long Overdue:
Today is November 16th and
the Trinity Directory has been out
for a few weeks. As a worker at
Mather Front Desk, I can tell you
that it has made little difference
in the number of calls we receive
for directory assistance.
Regardless of the reasons for
these calls —whether they can't
find their directory or it's just not
in reach — is not of importance.
What is relevent here is the reason
for the delay in the directory's
publication.
I was surprised to see that the

letter in The Tripod was written
by a senior. I could understand a
freshman being confused at such
a delay, because he has not had
the advantage of your years of experience.
•
John, didn't you notice anything different about this year's
freshman class? Yes, it is a little
large, isn't it? With such a problem of overcrowding, many freshmen and upperclassmen have been
placed in temporary housing.
Granted, the phone numbers are
pre-assigned to rooms. Seeing,
however, that the directory is
listed by name and not room, it
wilt do no one any good to have

their names.listed with the wrong
phone number due to temporary
housing.
Harvard may have four times
the student body of Trinity, but
because of our smaller size we can
afford the luxury of personability
with the students. Thus, while it
may have been a slight inconvenience for some to keep calling for
the numbers (especially the front
desk), the end result is an accurate
directory and satisfied students.
Sincerely,
Tracy Morgan '87

Dear Fraternity Brothers,

Dear Judith V. Branzburg:

1 would like to preface this letter by saying that the opinions expressed in this,letter, and in my
previous article, "TCAC Asks:
Where Are the Students," are not
necessarily those of the TCAC or
the Tripod; rather these articles
reflect observation, independent
of these organizations.
1 must apologize for two things.
In a moment of frustration over a
poor turnout for a recent TCAC
event, I decided upon a poor
choice of words. Also I apologize
for not letting a sleeping dog lie;
in my naivete 1 did not know that
the point 1 used to illustrate my
argument was so sensitive.

No! There you go again! Your
first letter might have been valid
in its condemning the Human
Switchboard ad, but I have to take
offense at your latest letter concerning the Offhand Review poster.
Your accusations make me seriously question the nature of your
work at the Women's Center. 1
personally did not and still can't
see what "you find offensive in the
Offhand ad. In fact, I was very
much perturbed by the way you
read into the ad. The "openmouthed 'submit'" criticism is lu-

Philippe Newlin '86

Peace,
David Adams, President, Connecticut Association for American-Soviet Friendship

Trinity Students Naive
About Homosexuality
Tothe editor,
A couple of weeks ago, The
Tripod printed an article entitled:
"Do Gays Frighten You?" The
title caught my eye, so I decided
to read cm. Tbe.-arr.icle addressed
the issue of homophobia and hetrosexism and its impact at Trinity
College. I, too, noticed the extreme prejudice at Trinity, but assumed that I was overreacting.
The general naivete of Trinity students is surprising and overwhelmingly
apparent.
Unfortunately, rather than realizing their ignorance in relation to
homosexuality and attempting to
learn more about it, students tend
to feel threatened and condemn
anything contrary to what they are
accustomed to. I hope that the
Trinity Lesbian and Gay Alliance
follows through with the idea of a
Lesbian and Gay Awareness
Week, for it is just this sort of
exposure that will relieve the unnecessary tension that people feel
toward homosexuals.
• I was sickened to hear that every
poster the TLGA put up was
ripped down. What is it that
makes homosexuality so intensely
frightening that a group of socalled "educated" students would
want to destroy any mention of
it? When the Republican club an-

nounces meetings, do the Democrats pull down all the posters? .
No. Thankfully, the student body,
accepts differences in political.
opinion. There is no reason for
the type of reaction.tb.at the suw
dent body exhibits a£a!rist homosexuality.
When I read "Do Gays Frighten
You?," I expressed my offense to
the accepted prejudice in a conversation with several students. I
was surprised to hear their reaction: "So what?, a lot of posters
were ripped down;" "Why are
you getting involved? You're not
gay;" "It's not your problem,
don't get so upset." The ripping
down of the posters is not an isolated incident, it is a manifestation of the incredible fear felt by
the majority of this college. I hope
that my article, as well as the one
written by John Bonelli, will entice students to become involved;
it is our problem. We are in college to become educated, not only
academically, but also intellectually and emotionally. Homosexuality is an issue that will
eventually enter all our lives in one
way or another. I hope that as
college students we can open our
eyes and expand our education.
Homosexuality is not a sickness,
it is a preference.
Rama Wiener

Vordo Responds To Frats

Offhand Ad Questioned
dicrous. The ad was only asking
for poems, photographs and other
art to be submitted for publication. I- understood that one. So,
what, Ms. Branzburg, did it mean
in your own mind? I don't see
whatever it is you see. I can only
hope that you're not thinking
what 1 think you could possibly
be insinuating — that to me is
offensive.
As to whether or not Trinity is
a caring community, I for one can
say that I am sure that most intelligent Trinity students did not care
for your letter Ms. Branzburg.

For four years the Reagan
administration has distorted news
about the Soviet Union in order
to justify the most dangerous military buildup in the history of the
world.
The last few weeks is a good
example. On October 11, there
was a major story claimimg that
the Soviet Union has cheated on
arms control agreements. The
story was run by most newspapers
without checking if it was true or
not. In fact the report was not
approved by any government
agency, but "special panel." Who
was on this panel? Obviously, it
did not include Gerald Smith, former director of the US Arms Control Agency, because he stated the
next day that the report was
"sloppy work" and did not prove
that the Soviets have cheated. It
did not include Henry Kissinger
who has testified that the Soviets
did not violate the SALT I accord.
Again on October 14, headlines
warned that the Soviets are de-

ploying cruise missiles as a response to the cruise missiles that
the Reagan administration has already deployed. It does not mention that Reagan promised us that
by increasing the military threat,
his administration would "force"
the Soviets to negotiate, and that
he was wrong. Instead, it is now
clear that he added a new, more
dangerous round to the arms race.
The Reagan claim of Soviet
cheating is designed to cover up
his own administation's military
buildup. It does not mention the
fact that his proposal for "star
wars" anti-satellite weapons
would violate the ABM treaty and
that by building a seventh Trident
submarine the US would violate
the SALT agreement.
Reagan is against a nuclear
freeze and has referred to those in
favor of it as "jackasses."

Unfortunately what 1 intended
to say was misunderstood. The article was never meant to be an
attack on the fraternities; on the
contrary, it was only an observation on the TCAC. TCAC events
are often overlooked, and I think
that this is unfortunate, since
TCAC has a lot to offer: ask anyone who attended Urban Blight,
Arthur Schlesinger, or the Newlywed game.
I picked a poor point of attack.
I do not advocate a "tug of war"
between fraternity and TCAC; in
fact, I would like to see more cooperation between these organizations. If so, the social life at
Trinity would greatly benefit.
I thought it unfortunate that the

letters of response to my original
article were of a personally abusive nature. Would my opinion be
any more or less valid if 1 were an
upperclassman, or a faculty member? And about my name.
"Vordo" is not a pseudonym, nor
some arbitrary nickname conjured up for opinionated articles.
No, "Voido" is the name that I
have gone by for several years,
just as any "Robert" would go by
as "Bob." If there is a dying need
to know my real name, it is in the
Tripod's editorial staff box under
Assistant Arts Editor.
Respectfully Submitted,
Vordo
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Arts / En tertainm en t
What Is There? There is Always No Exit.
by Michele D. Sensale
Arts Editor
Campus bands. Where have
they all gone? There was Freaks
with Beaks, Manak Depression,
Glass Bullet, World Leaders on
Postage Stamps, Conn-Fusion,
Youth in Asia, P.O.M.G., In
Your Ear, and of course, the immortal Louie, Louie Army. Gone,
all gone.
But now, appearing on the horizon, hope springs eternal with
the emergence of No Exit. Composed of Grant Bond (lead guitar), Mario Aguero (lead guitar),
Eric Parker (lead guitar), and
Brian Clarke (drums, lead guitar),
No Exit boasts the claim of being
the only known campus band.
I had the pleasure of conversing
with two of these enterprising
young gentlemen this past weekend and oh, what a pleasure it
was!
M.: Describe for me the rather
curious composition of your band.
Brian: Basically, we're a four-man
power trio.
Grant: We don't really all play
guitar, but since that's what the
girls come to see, we thought it
would be in our best interest to
say that.
ML: Where did your name come
from?
G.: Brian and I were in this bathroom drunk and we couldn't get
out. Brian started screaming "No
Exit!, No Exit!" So we decided to
use-that as the name for the band.
B.: Later we found out that it, was
•*"wrftrte'1riiaYn'e! of a play by some French
existentialist dude. Sarti or Sarder
or something like that.
M.: You must be making reference to Jean-Paul Sartre, are you
not?
B. & G.: Yeah, that's him.
M.: What are your songs about?
G.: Love, death...
B.: Alienation, psychotic killers...
G.: And beer.
M.: Are there any original songs?
G.: Actually, most of them are.
M.: What genre would you say
your compositions fall into?

B.: Neo-psychedelic-punk-thrashblues-rockabilly and stuff.
M.: Do you think that there is an
audience for your brand of music
at Trinity?
G.: Well, we don't do any Prince,
if that's what you mean.
B.: We also don't own a drum
machine.
G.: I don't sing like Madonna,
either.
M.: But is it danceable?
B.: That all depends on what you
call dancing.
G.: Everybody just sort of
thrashes around here anyway, so
we might as well too. You know,
Camper Slamming Tunes, man.
B.: Yeah.
ML: What tunes do you cover?
G.: The B-sides of practically
every 45 made between 1954 and

1983. Mostly some sixties classics
and some '77 classics.
P : We do covers of covers. We
c on't really sound like anybody.
PRINK FOUR
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M.: So would you say you had
any influences?
G.: The Doors, X, Hendrix...

B.: The Stones, Larry "Bud"
Melman...
G.: That whole Letterman scene.
And Gene Scott, of course.
B.: His keyboard really wails.
M.: What about the Go-Go's? Do
you do any of their stuff?
G.: The Go-Go's capture perfectly the sound of the Merseybeat
and songs of rebellion. No, we
don't do them.
M.: To what do you attribute the
lack of campus bands? Are they
supported?
G.: Supported? School bands? As
far as we've seen, there is no support. How many other bands do
you see?
B.: The biggest problem is practice space. Do you realize the
practice rooms in Austin Arts are
not soundproof? So naturally, no

one would let us play there. Those
whom we've approached have
been uncooperative. In the past,
bands have practiced everywhere
from the basement of North Campus to Jones storage. But you
can't do that anymore either.
M.: So what does a campus band
have to eat to be successful?
G.: Big Gulps. And lots of them.
Actually anything you can get at
7-11, the Mecca of modern society.
B.: Cheez Doodles.
M.: What do potentially successful campus band members enjoy
in the way of movies?
B.: Spinal Tap. One movie that
realistically captured the spirit of
rock and roll....Wait. You mean
it was a joke?
G.: Apocalypse Now, Repo Man,
Rude Boy, and Blue Lagoon.
M.: Do you people read anything?
G.: Anything by that French guy,
Jack London, and the Pyramid
Book.
B.: Don't forget Marx and the
Sunday Funnies.
M.: Does No Exit have any semblance of an ideological stance?
G.: We're "prepping" for the
oatmeal generation.
B.: To quote that renowned Spectator, '"67 was the summer of
love; '77 was the summer of hate;
'87 will be the summer of lame."
We expect to be the alternative
with grit.
M.: As members of the Louie,
Louie Army (this group may resurface), will you perform (his timeless classic?
G.: Louie, Louie is a mantra. It
brings out the inner chords of existence that is your very soul.
B.: Yeah.
•M.: Is there anything else you'd
like to add?
B. & G.: All we are saying is Give
Peace a Chance.
-There's a good chance that No
Exit will perform as opening band
for New Johnny Five on Saturday
December 8. Keep your eyes, ears,
and mind open.

Brian and Grant Relax at Home

The Art of Fighting in Ubu Roi Like a Virgin??!!
by Mary K. Bray
Staff Writer

men's roles and fighting just as
men d o . " Though the violence
portrayed is funny, the underlying
Rubber daggers, brooms, and
theme of the Conflicts of a powerhoses are some of the weapons
stucture prevails. "The violence is
used to produce the comical effect
in fact serious," Simotes added.
of violence in the production of
Besides choreographing stageUbu Roi, beginning tomorrow
fighting, Simotes has worked with
night and lasting through Sunday.
many off-Broadway companies,
Choreographing the stage fighting
and has performed with Shakefor the show is actor Tony Sim- speare and Company in A Midotes, who recently finished tour- summers Night's Dream, in
ing with Shakespeare and Macbeth, and in Othello. Simotes
Company, having performed at
has been featured in such films as
AAC in Romeo and Juliet.
"Whose Life Is It Anyway?" and
Director Roger Shoemaker at- "Hollywood Nights" and has also
tended Simotes' workshop in act- appeared in "General Hospital,"
ing techniques during the "As the World Turns," and "The
Shakespeare and Company's week Edge of Night." Simotes comin residency at Trinity, and de- mented that he is much more valcided that Ubu Roi could use Sim- uable as an actor having the stageotes' expertise. Simotes agreed
and worked out the fight scenes
with the cast over a four-day period. " I t ' s a physical group.
They're more than willing to
JOE Pteszb OUT int
throw their bodies around the on
HIS OWN VOMIT.
stage," Simotes said. He continued that he enjoyed working with
a whole new group of people.
"It's not Shakespeare."
The violence in Ubu is carnivallike, according to Simotes, and is
performed in a clown-like manner. He said that "the show is full
of action, with woman playing

fight skills. He also holds the
highest rank from the Society of
British Fight Directors.
Working with the cast of Ubu,
Simotes tried to intersperse the
work with his own philosophy regarding fighting. "In fighting,
people take an inner journey
through the response of someone
else. It's a social exploration, " he,
said.
Simotes taught acting with B.
H. Berry, the foremost fighting
director in the country, at New
York University. Simotes commented that "not all the actors at
Trinity will become professionals
but I have tried to give thein an
appreciation for what their work
is."
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The best part of this record is
the pure white vinyl on which it
was pressed. Unfortunately, the
music and the vinyl do not match.
Aside from the color of the vinyl, the album is a disappointment (not that my expectations
were high). Madonna's hit single
"Borderline" is a well-written and
performed pop song. The melody
is captivating and the vocals are
sung with conviction.
But on Like A Virgin, the musical arrangements come off the
shelf of instant pop songs. Just
add an established star and promotional money, wait five minutes, and you have a yourself a
hit. The one thing that made

avs FOR (,hurs
M7V ON THE

are

"Borderline", a good pop song
was Madonna's voice, but on Like
A Virgin comes across sounding
like Cyndi Lauper.
However, if the music were the
only problem, the album could be
simply shrugged off as just another disposable pop hit, but Like
A Virgin is sexually exploitative.
To put a provocative picture of
Madonna with a belt buckle that
says "Boy Toy" on the cover of
an album entitled "Like A Virgin" seems just a little deranged.
I do not recommend this album
to anyone who takes music seriously; especially since it is probably no longer availible on white
vinyl.
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Arts /En tertainmen t
Mr. T: Made for Love, But Not forVinyl
by Vordo
Assistant Arts Editor
in a commercialistic move to
cash in on the latest Mr. T craze,
Columbia Records released Mr.
T's Commandments, a rip-off attempt for the youth of America.
Now that Mr. T is at the height of
his popularity, both he and corporate money-mongers have
started to cash in on his name. He
gets paid plenty , for having his
name on a breakfast cereal, so
why not a record album? None of
the songs were actually written by
Mr.T, and he only appears on six
tracks on the whole album. Even
worse, the album is only approximately thirty, minutes long, compared to the forty minute standard
for long-playing records. Doesn't
he already have enough gold
around his neck. Rip off, rip off,
rip off.
The music is well-engineered
funk, though none of the music is
actually that fresh: the song " N o

Dope, No Drugs," sounds a lot
like Grandmaster Flash's "The
Message." And unfortunately,
Mr. T can't rap all that well, his
raspy vocal dosn't mix with the
synthesized funk. All in all, the
music is good, but Mr. T's presence ruins it.
The presentaion of advice is not
all that sound. He threatens kids
in the song "Mr. T's Commandment": "If you break the rule/
God help the fool/ He's got Mr.
T to fear." "Don't Talk to
Strangers" is a ballad that sounds
like Mr. T is in the throes of constipation. Worse off is "Mr. T,
Mr. T (He Was Made for Love),"
which is a parody of the Motown
classic "Monsieur Lee." Funny
that Mr. T doesn't even rap on
this song.
This blatant commercialism is
sick. How many record albums do
you see with proofs of purchase
on the inner sleeve,("With two
proofs of purchase, you can get
this Mr. T.doll for only $9.95. Tell
your parents.")

Cave Suitable Venue for Jesters' Velveteen Rabbit
by Ken Festa

PRESENTS

THIS YEARS
BESTFILM"

lAMADEUS:
" 'A Boldler'a Story' Is
an intriguing, superb-'
ly crafted whodunit."

Last Saturday afternoon in the
Cave, a good-sized crowd of kids
were treated to a Jesters' production of The Velveteen Rabbit. This
article is not so much a review as
a simple explanation of what happened, and why it was so successful.
To begin with, director
Gretchen Schoppert and her cast
proved unquestionably that the
Cave is viable place to do theater.
Velveteen Rabbit was originally a
children's story that was con' verted by Gretchen into a play
specifically for this production.

Given the fact that they started
with a literary piece' (as opposed
to a play), the inherent theatricality of the performance on Saturday was both pleasantly surprising
and throrughly impressive.
I would also like to compliment
the entire cast on the way that
they handled the interaction between their characters and the audience. Most of the audience
participation revolved around giving roles to some of the gradeschoolers from the Trinity student
body who lent a hand. Michael
Jacobson, playing the role of the
narrator, was probably the most

proficient on this level.
ments as the rockinghorse and the
Likewise, Herb Emmanuelson
Magic Fairy respectively. Stedelivered an absolutely hilarious
phanie Lee turned in a sharp charperformance, playing the role of
acterization of Nana, the mean old
the little boy who gives life to his
maid who's horrified at the
toys and making them real for a
thought of germs.
time. Some of the more youthful
Special credit should also go to
members of the -audience showed'
LeAnn Murphy, who designed
up early, and Herb played warmand ran the lighting for the show
up comedian with them. Debbie
on Saturday. The lighting system
White turned in a solid performthat she used was the new, portaance as the Velveteen Rabbit and
ble lighting system, which makes
was complimented nicely by Cor- possible the production of a play
inne Coppola and Elaine Stamvirtually anywhere on campus.
pul, who played the roles of the' • Anyone interested in participat"real" rabbits. Kathy Wholean
ing in future Jester projects should
and Jo Nguyen had some fine mocontact box 1103.

The Writing Center

- n V T O I I &AXLT i m

"A tense drama
with an expert cast.'

A Soldier's
Story
m

MUST B£

. a place where writers gather
Remember last semester, when you sat up till 4:00 a.m.
the night before your final paper was due, trying to finish it?
You promised yourself that "next semester" you would start
early and finish it days, not hours, before the deadline, right?
Well, ifs "next semester."
Why not keep all those promises you made, and phone
or drop by the Writing Center for an appointment? We can
help you begin thinking about your final assignments and
papers, or help youwith any other concerns that you have.
Wouldn't it be a nice change to get some sleep the last
two weeks of the semester?

^Program subject to change -

115 Vernon Street
527-3151, ext. 392
Phone us or
drop by for an
appointment.

M-F, 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
T, W, Th Evenings 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Library Satellite-Seminar Rm. #3
Sunday 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

'f.

TCAC and the IFC present:<

Saturday Dec. 8
in ttie

Ulashingt-on Room

NElil
10-2 10-2
10-2 10-2
10-2 10-2

10 -.2 10 - 2
10 - 2 10 - 2
10 - 2 10 - 2

HNNV
FILIE

Connecticut's premiere dance band in a modern

Beverages
Beverages jj.
Beverages *
Beverages
Beverages
Beverages
Beverages
Beverages
Beverages *f
^

^ * * * * * * * * * ^

Tuesday Dec 4; 10:00
The Cave
A night o! intellectual warfare !
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More Sports
Wrestlers Suffer
Hard Luck Loss
continued from page 15
take, controlled his man while on
top and reversed him when on the
bottom.
In the 190 pound class, Will
Thomas took a 6-2 decision whiie
heavyweight Arnie Amore lost his
first college match 10-2.
The pair won two of four
matches on the day, which is two
more wins than Trinity got out of
those classes all last year. Both
wrestlers had taken a year off
from wrestling, Thomas to'concentrate on crew and Amore to
rehabilitate an injured knee.
Said Thomas, " I feel I'm
stronger and more mature as an
athlete than I was two years ago."
Added Amore, "Although conditioning .is tough right now, I'm
glad to be back."
While the loss to WPI was expected, the Bantams were hoping
to win a tight match with Norwich. Through the first six
matches, the only bright spots
were Tom Waxter's season opening pin and Weiland's first collegiate win, a difficult 4-2 decision.
Down in the team score 24-9
with four bouts remaining, the
Bants certainly weren't out of it,
as all four Trinity wrestlers looked
superior. Two bad breaks
thwarted their bid for win number
one of the year.
First, Brodte injured his shoulder going for a takedown in the
first minute of his match, and
could not continue. -Immediately
following that mishap, on the
same mat, Thomas appeared to be
cruising to his second victory of
the afternoon.
.Leading,15-2 late in the third
period, Thomas tried a somewhat
precarious move which would
"have given him two more back
points and the match (a 15-point
margin automatically ends the
match).
Instead, the Norwich wrestler
scored a suprising reversal and an

ever more shocking pin within the
space of'a few seconds.
Adam became the only Trinity
wrestler to go 2-0 on the day, winning another impressive decision,
10-i. The meet closed on a positive note, with Amore pinning his
opponent at 1:59 of the first period for his first win at Trinity,
but it wasn't enough as Norwich
took the match, 36-18.
Despite the two losses, the Bantams had a good day of wrestling.
They made solid showings against
two teams which had embarrassed
them on the Scoreboard the year
before.
Said assistant coach Nick Martin, "I was happy with the WPI
match, but Norwich was disappointing. All in all though, it was
a positive day — a definite improvement over last year."
The Bantam's first match of the
year was also their last, since they
don't wrestle agains until after
Winter Break.

Chefs
Chicks
Victorious
continued from page 16
of any later success.
After the second diving event,
Couch and Themis Klarides went
one-two again for Trinity in the
100 breaststroke. For the last
event McPhee did not score his
best 200 freestyle relay team. The
team of Hubbard, Horstman,
Cass, and Brennan did compete
unofficially and won easily with a
time of 1:45.88.
On Saturday the Bants will be
away at S.M.U. Last year Chet's
Chicks sneaked away with a win
against S.M.U. This year's team
is not as strong as last year, and
S.M.U. remains strong. It could
be a long day for the Bants.

BLOOM COUNTY

Junior forward Ken A here will lead the men's basketball team into the 1984-85 season. The Bantams open
the season Wednesday at Amherst and return home to take on Williams Friday night.

WHAT

HAPPENS
WHEN YOU REGISTER WITH

tf-30

Eerke Breathed

SELECTIVE SERVICE?
NOTHING.
Men, if you're about to turn 18, it's
time to register with Selective Service
at any U.S. Post Office.

It's quick. It's easy,
And it's the law. I P
Presented as a Public Service Announcement
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More Sports
BYU Has Not
Earned #1 Rank
It is somewhat of a tradition for the players of a winning bowl team
to hold up their index fingers to indicate their status as the nation's
number one team. No matter that the winners had lost four games
previously and have just won the Pear Bowl, the tradition is constant.
Now we enter 84-85 Bowl Season and the fingures should really point
skyward.
For a number of years there has been a running debate as to whether
there should be a playoff for the national championship of college
football. Although there are persuasive arguments for a playoff there
has never been a truly strong push for a tournament. One reason for this
is that the bowl games have almost always offered up something that
closely approximates a satisfactory answer to the question as to who is
number one.
This season, however, seems to promise a high degree of controversy.
There are two reasons. The most obvious is the undefeated status of
BYU. The Cougars won all eleven of their regular season games and
now face a very mediocre Michigan team in the Holiday Bowl. However,

Tuesd&m Afternoon
by Stephen K. Gellman
in past years there have been other undefeated teams that have not
achieved the top of the AP and UPI — Penn State in the late 60s and
early 70s, The criticism of those Penn State teams is the same as this
BYU team: weak scheduling.
However in the "old days" there was always another unbeaten squad
to claim the title. Now that ugly word, parity, has reached the college
ranks and everyone else has lost at least one game. (In fact, the second
ranked team, Oklahoma, has a loss and a tie) The pollsters have BYU
as number one, but just barely.
The two obvious questions are what will happen and what should
happen? It is my guess that the pollsters are looking for a way to vote
BYU out of the top spot. Of course, the simplest way for this to happen
is for Michigan to win the Holiday Bowl. However, even a narrow win
by BYU might provide justification for voting the winner of the Orange
Bowl (Oklahoma or Washington) as number one. Is this fair?
Yes. Although BYU is probably a good team it is not the best team in
the country. It is my guess that Oklahoma, Nebraska, and Florida would
« . | t e l i . t e f ^ a r s j f ^ i v e ) i . j h e . 8 p p o l r t ^ i j ; y . The argument that BYU
beat everyone on their schedule does not hold water. BYU had been a
national power in terms of won-loss record for a number of years and
has had ample opportunity to beef-up its schedule. By choosing not to,
BYU has left itself open to the critisism that now surrounds its slate of
games.
Come January 2nd there will be a good deal of controversy. UPI and
AP may even -render a split decision on the national championship.
However, if I had a vote it would go to the Orange Bowi winner. Sorry
BYU.

The men's swim (earn opened its season with an unset victory over Fairfield.

Wrestling Drops 2 At WPI
by Gabe Harris
Sports Staff Writer
Although the tri-meet at WPI
was not the hottest ticket in
Worcester this Saturday, (BC vs
Holy Cross football game) the
Trinity wrestling team moved into
the shadow of Filton Field hoping
to.kill a few giants of..their own,
or at hast to get one win under
their belts against Norwich Academy of Vermont. As it turned out,
the Bantams came home 0-2
mainly due to the fact that WPI
had better wrestlers and Norwich
had more luck.
Trinity's first match of the year
was against WPI, a team which
has won at least 11 matches in

Women's Squash Defeated 4-3
continued from page 16
The third win for Trinity was
number five Erika Lacerda's win
over Lucy Miller, 15-8,15-8,15-12.
"She has really good short shots,
but I didn't let her use them because I kept her deep. I hit the

ball hard and I think she was
afraid of it," said LaCerda after
the match.
Laura Higgs lost at number four
in three games. "The games were
really close up to 10-10, but what
made the difference was that she
would get up front and hit good
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short shots," commented Higgs.
A good short game was what
made the difference in Natalie
Perkins match too. "Diana Edge
hit the most amazing short shots
— every one was accurate. I didn't
think she would be able to keep it
up,' but she did," said Perkins
about her opponent. Edge beat
Perkins in three games.
Harvard took the seventh match
as Claire Slaughter lost in three as
well, but Slaughter was optimistic
about the match: "I felt like I
played well especially since it was
my first varsity match."
Considering Harvard's longstanding dominance of the squash
world, Trinity's close match was
outstanding. "I'm amazed at how
much potential we have. I'd like
to see how we do at the Howe
Cup," said tri-captain Higgs after
the match;
Trinity went into the Harvard
match after a close but decisive
win over Yale in a Thursday night
scrimmage, 4-3. Pierce lost a close
five game match with Yale's number one Anita Nador, another topcollegiate player. "Losing the
match will make me want it more
next time," commented Pierce.
At number two, Castle defeated
her Yale opponent, but both Klein
and Higgs suffered defeats. From
numbers five to ten down, the
Bantams proved their depth with
successive victories over Yale.

each of the last eight years, while
never losing more than five. The
Engineers appear to have another
banner year upcoming as they
blanked Norwich 48-0 and handled Trinity rather easily 31-14.
The Bantams started against
WPI in a familiar position, down
6-0, after forfeiting the 118-pound
class.
In an exciting 126-pound bout,
Pete Zimmerman see-sawed back
and forth with his opponent
throughout the first two periods
and was tied 6-6. In college wrestling, if one man controls his opponent for one minute longer than
his opponent controls him, he gets
a point at the end of the match.
Zimmerman looked over at the
clock at the end of the second period and-saw he was down 50 seconds, so he planned to ride his
man for the final two minutes,
pick up his bonus point, and win
the match.
He had to abort his plan, however, after he was warned for
stalling and in danger of giving up
a penalty point. Zimmerman became more aggressive and ended
up getting a late near-fall to take
the match 9-6.
In the next two matches, fresh-'
men Andy McAugland and Joe
Madeira wrestled their first college matches, and both lost by

large margins to strong WPI opposition.
At 150 pounds, Trinity put it's
third straight freshman on the
mat, Mark Wetland. Weiland was
a bit jittery throughout the match
and never quite got into his
groove, dropping a hard-fought
but somewhat disappointing 8-5
decision.
Trinity has two experienced
wrestlers at 158 pounds, sophomores Ian Brodie and Ted Moise.
Instead of having a wrestle-off
right before the meet, the two
flipped a coin to determine who
would wrestle 158 and who 167.
Moise won the toss but lost his
match, continuing a somewhat
frustrating college career after
winning the Connecticut state
championship in high school.
Brodie fared better in his
opener, dominating his larger
WPI counterpart and taking a superior decision, 16-3. Brodie used
his quickness early, repeatedly
taking his man down, and later
settled down to control his man
and stretch his lead.
Captain Joe Adam, 177
pounds, was impressive as always,
combining strength, quickness,
and overall wrestling skill to defeat his opponent handily, 13-5.
Adam, who rarely makes a miscontinued on page 14

Men and Women Fencers
Fall To Strong Harvard
by Scott HalleH
Sports Staff Writer
The Trinity fencing team traveled to Boston Saturday to compete against Harvard, and the
more.skilled Ivy Leaguers easily
beat both the Bantam men and
women by scores of 24-3 and 204 respectively.
Despite the wide margins of defeat, there were a few bright spots
Saturday. For the men, two of the
victories came from freshman
sabrist Chris Harges and freshman foilist Jim O'Loughlin with
the scoring being completed by
epeist Scott Hallett.
For the women, captain Cathy
Watlert was able to display her

skills and accounted for three of
the women's victories. The other
victory was tallied by Rikki Niner
who fenced well all day.
Harvard also fenced Holy Cross
on Saturday and again the Crimson won handily, men 25-2 and
the women 22-2. "The Holy Cross
score was by far the best indicator
of how we are doing as a team,"
commented team captain Kerry
Allen. "Last year they were our
best match." (The Bantam men
defeated Holy Cross 14-13)
The fencing team will compete
at home Saturday December, 8th
against Concord Carlise. Although a high school, Concord
has a very good program and
should provide Trinity with , a
much closer match.
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Hockey Opens With Tourney Championship
Bantams Dominate Amherst In Tournament Finale
by Marc Esterman
Senior Sports Staff
The Bantams varsity hockey
team put its best skates forward
over the weekend, winning the
four-team McCabe Invitational
Tournament at Amherst.
The Bants beat Conn College 41 on Friday night, as Frank Newark paced the Bant attack with
two goals. Amherst also came
away with a victory on opening
night, trouncing Wesleyan 5-2 and

earning a shot at the Bants in the
championship game on Saturday
night.
Art Fitzgerald, who played goal
in the win over Conn College,
earned a 5-2 decision over the
Lord Jeffs, who were bottled up
by aggressive Bant checking and
solid defense.
"We played a very physical
game against Amherst and really
intimidated them,"'noted foward
Tom Sheehy. "We never really let
them play the way they'd like to.

Our defense stood up well and
really took the body."
After a scoreless first period,
the Bants tallied two goals in the
second and extended their lead to
4-0 with seven minutes left in the
game. Amherst then launched a
belated rally and cut Trin's lead
to 4-2 before Trin iced it with a
late goal.
The freshmen, of whom there
are many on this year's Bant roster, made their pressure felt
against Amherst — Rob Shriver,

Matt Keaton, and Bob Lober all
scored goals and played well. Veterans Barney Corning and Mike
Sload finished off the scoring for
Trinity.
It is expected that defense, a
traditional Trin strongpoint, will
be the heart of the team this year
and after yielding just three goals
in two road games, the defense
seems to be well on its way toward
having a solid year.
On offense, veteran Vern
Meyer, Dan Ward, Corning,

Sheehy, Sload, and Newark
should provide most of the scoring impetus, but freshmen Lober,
Keaton, and Shriver are also expected to turn on the red light.
The Bants have the nucleus of
a five team and appear to have a
good mix of spirited freshmen and
proven upperclassmen. Although
the team is somewhat younger
than head coach John Dunham
would like, getting off to a 2-0
start can't hurt the team's confidence. Trin has a chance to bolster that confidence even more over
the next ten days as it plays three
of its next four on home ice.

Sports
Swimmers Defeat Fairfield In First Meets
Women
Win
Easily

Men
Pull Off
Upset

by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff

by Tom Swiers
Senior Sports Staff

Last year Fairfield was a tough
meet for the women's swim team.
This year the Bants destroyed
Fairfield. The meet was no contest, and Coach Chet McPhee had
to be more worried about not letting the score get out of hand. The
final score was Trinity with 73 and
Fairfiefd with 40. Trinity could
have had a larger score margin.
The freshmen swimmers were a
pleasant surprise. Susan Deer,
participated in the three toughest
events, 1000 yd freestyle, 500 yd
freestyle, and the 200 yd individual medley. In the 1000 and the
500, she took second behind AilAmerican Barbie Brennan, but in
the 200 ind. medley Deer was first.
As a freshman, she turned in an
excellent performance and she can
look forward to better days ahead.
Kim Horstman and Chever
Voltmer both performed well in
the 200 medley relay with veterans
Laura Couch and Cary Lyford.
In the first event, Lyford took
the lead eariy. Couch added a
comfortable lead in her specialty
the breaststroke. Voltmer and
Horstman maintained the lead,
and Trinity took the first points
of the day establishing an early
lead which Trinity would hold for
the rest of the meet.
Brennan and Deer followed to
go one-two in 1000 freestyle.
Brennan's time of 11:37.56 was
one minute ahead of the nearest
Fairfield swimmer. By the end of
. the diving event Trinity was ahead
36 to 16. Mel Foy was first in the
first of two diving events and had
one very good dive in which she
scored a 7, 7 1/2, and 8 in a reverse dive layout with a difficulty
of. 1.8.
After the diving Lulu Cass immediately grabbed the lead in the
100 butterfly. Cass held the lead
and finished 8 seconds ahead of
all of the swimmers. Chris Sanden
and Lyford continued Trinity's
dominance two events later in* the
100 backstroke with their one-two
win.
The duo of Brennan and Deer
came back on to race in the last
distance event, the 500. It was
again no contest as Brennan and
Deer went one-two. Fairfield now
had no chance to win regardless

Coach Chet McPhee had not
expected to win against Fairfield,
but the men's swim team did just
that; they pulled off what McPhee
felt was an upset, defeating Fairfield 66 to 46.
As with the women, the men
have gained freshmen Who ^ill
help ihe icam by replacing last
yeai's seniors arid by adding lalent to the team. Fortunately for
the men Rex Dyer, Tim Raftis,
and Jim Loughlin have returned.
This year's team is probably
stronger than last year, and the
win showed the men's improvement.
Fairfield won the first event, the
400 yard medley relay, but then
Loughlin started a winning streak
for the Bants in the 1000 freestyle.
At the fifth lap Loughlin had only
a small lead, but Loughlin's steady
pace gave him nearly a lap lead by
his fifteenth lap. By his twentyfifth lap Loughlin had a two lap
lead. At the finish Loughlin was
over 3 1/2 laps ahead of the nearest Fairfield competitor.
• Tim Raftis followed to take first
in the 200 freestyle. Dyer then
took first in the 50 freestyle with
a time of 22,55, and Trinity was
tied up with Fairfield at 17 to 17.
Freshmen Chris Robbins and
Mike Williams went, one-two in
the next event, the 200 individual
medley to give Trin the lead, 2518. Two events later Fairfield had
the lead 30 to 31, but Dyer tookback the lead for Trinity in the
100 freestyle with his first place
time of 50.79.
Trinity kept the lead for the rest
of the meet after Dyer's win? The
Bants took first in all of the remaining events except diving,
where Cameron Muir was defeated by strong Tom Hulseman
of Fairfield. Muir did not have a
good day, failing to perform to
his normal level of ability. The
team of Dyer, Raftis; Rasmussen,
and Loughlin added a nice finishing touch to Trin's win by winning
the last event, the 400 freestyle
relay.
Next week the men will travel
to S.M.U. with the women for another dual meet. S.M.U. defeated
the men last year, and if S.M.U.
is as strong as last year, it will be
doubtful that the men can cause
an upset.

continued on page 14

Cameron Muir executes a dive during the men swim team's victory over Fairfield.

Harvard Nips Women's Squash
Julia McLaughlin
Assistant Sports Editor
Trinity's women's squash team
surprised a cocky Harvard team
on Saturday by winning three
more matches than Harvard expected Trinity to win.
"We thought we were really
going to take you to the cleaners
today," said Harvard coach Jack
Barnaby to Trinity's coach Wendy
Barlett,
The Bantams lost the match 43, but not before giving the Crimson a scare. When the score was
tied 3-3 with Trinity up in the first
game in the last and deciding
match, Harvard was shocked and
tense. "Our coach will kill us if
lose this match," murmured one

Harvard player.
Freshman Ellie Pierce had an
amazing win at number one
against Harvard's Mary Hulbert,
Hulbert was a top-ranked collegiate player last year, and even
Pierce was surprised with the win:
"1 went into the match just trying
to do my best — 1 didn't expect
to win!" Pierce did do her best,
and came out of the match with a
spirit-raising victory.
Co-captain Kat Castle gave the
Bantams the first win of the day,
beating Harvard's Laura Kay in
three games. The last game was
close as Castle was down 11-6, but
Castle dominated with her power
shots and deep volleys and rallied
to take the game 17-15 in the tiebreaker.

The deciding match pitted former Choate teammates Kathy
Klein and Diane Staley against
each other. Staley always played
above Klein at Choate, but Klein
showed her opponent that this
time she shouldn't take a win for
granted.
"The way 1 warmed up really
scared her because I was hitting a
lot of nicks," said Klein. Klein
went on to win the first game just
as the crowd and players realized
the score was tied. Staley won the
next three games, but not before
she showed off her Harvard arrogance when she yelled out "This
is gross!" when Klein hit a tin at
13-9.
continued on page 15

